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It is fundamentally important to develop long-term high-impact technology that aims at future 

applications. It is also important to develop technology that can make immediate impact on our daily 

life. In general, it is not difficult to build a research demo in computer vision research. However, it is 

difficult to build a vision system that works in real life. As a result, the impact of computer vision on 

our daily life is relatively limited compared to other research areas, such as computer graphics, 

multimedia communication, and networking. In this talk, I will discuss some practical vision topics 

that we are working on at Microsoft Research Asia. In particular, I would like to demonstrate some 

technologies that are simple to use, and perhaps more importantly are fun to use. Most of the works 

focus on processing of children’s photo. We hope these technologies are useful for processing of 

photos and videos of our children (the next generation of us) now instead of after another generation. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Clustering based photo annotation. Assisted by face detection, recognition, and 
clustering technology, similar faces are put together into clusters, based on which efficient 

annotation can be carried out in a file explorer like interface by easy interactions such as drag 

and drop [1][2]. 



 
Figure 2. By making use of the tagged faces and analyzing underlying distribution of untagged 

faces, we can re-rank the spatial configuration of clusters and faces inside each cluster in our 
user interface to better facilitate annotation [1][3]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Present the photo search results using picture collage [4]. Similarly, video clips can 

also be presented as a video montage [5]. 

 



 

 
                  (a) No-flash image                         (b) Flash image 

 
        (c) Composition after flash cut           (d) Composition after flash cut 

 

Figure 4. Flash segmentation. Images are taken sequentially with the camera flash off (a) and 
then on (b). (c,d) are the results of applying flash cut and pasting the extracted foregrounds 

onto new backgrounds [6]. 

   
 

 
 
 

Figure 5. A learning-based approach for salient object detection is developed using a set of 

local, regional, and global salient object features [7]. 



 

 
 

Figure 6. Using 3D face tracking [8] and background cut technology [9] we add special digital 
effect to both the foreground face and the background scene of the live video during MSN 

online video chat. 
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